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 Ideally yes
 Must be accurate
 Use for:
 accommodation analysis
 employee classification (exempt/nonexempt)
 Performance expectations/reviews

 Okay to revise as job changes 

Does every job need a job duties description?
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 Employers will be liable for the misclassified employee’s overtime, 
meal/rest periods, and potentially penalties.

 Overtime can go back three years.
 This is especially problematic if there are multiple workers or a 

category of workers misclassified.
 Employers are liable even if they voluntarily try to correct a 

misclassification.
 It is important to make correct classification in the first place.

What if I misclassify an employee as exempt?
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 Companies must prohibit and not allow employees to be under the influence 
of alcohol/drugs in the workplace (except businesses that 
produce/distribute/sell) – WAC 296‐800‐11025

 Risks: violation of law, potential sexual harassment, violence, drinking and 
driving, exclusion, etc.

 Potential policy: 
 prohibit excessive alcohol consumption
 reimburse for cab or rideshare service following the consumption of alcohol

 Make optional, voluntary, off-hours

Can we have alcoholic drinks in the 
workplace?
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 Different city/state/federal laws
 Cannot get criminal history in initial application 
 Can say position is subject to background/criminal history check
 Can assess criminal conviction status after determine employee meets 

minimum job qualifications
 Individualized assessment considering the nature of the criminal offenses in 

their history, how offenses relate to the performance of a particular job, 
recency, etc. – legitimate business reason

 Notice of adverse action based on criminal background, opportunity to 
respond, then written notice of adverse action (Seattle/FCRA)

What do I need to know about employee 
criminal convictions?
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Thank you.
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